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Round Earth, Open Sky
Round Earth, Open Sky is a psychological
suspense thriller and Native American
sci-fi road novel that doubles as an inquiry
into the nature of human identity. During a
mid-summer observance, Sky Man, an
immortal, tricked by human sorcery, falls
out of the sky and accidentally into a dead
human out in the Sonoran desert. Seeking
the location of the hole-in-the-sky
ceremony so he can return to his sky
people, he stumbles upon a boxcar family
and more of the dead human he inhabits
comes to light. When he finds a road, a car
pulls up, and everywhere the driver takes
him, more clues are revealed. Stops in the
Hopi and Navaho Nations, Oak Creek
Canyon, Detroit, Ontario and the Ojibwe
Nation unfold different threads of the dead
mans identity, but much of the evidence
contradicts, requiring Sky Man to call his
host back from the dead before he can
make his ascent to his sky people.Reviews
& AcclaimPart mystical vision, part cosmic
joke, Round Earth, Open Sky is Kirpal
Gordon at the top of his game, by turns
lyrical and ironic, magical and subversive,
moving past the vanishing point where
Jack Kerouac meets Carlos Castaneda.
Gordon is a consummate postmodern
trickster, wanting nothing more than to stir
a little gray into the either/or,
black-and-white world, leading us to laugh
at what we think we know, and to humble
ourselves to a world that will always be
much
larger
than
we
can
imagine.---Stephen-Paul Martin, author,
Changing the SubjectIn Round Earth, Open
Sky, Kirpal Gordon flirts with the borders
of fantasy and science fiction to create a
novel whose heightened reality entertains
and illuminates simultaneously. When Sky
Man, its protagonist, literally falls to earth
from a plane of existence beyond it, Moses
becomes the first of many colorful and
complex characters to try to determine
what he is and whether his true nature lies
in the heavens, the earth, or both. The path
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to the answer untangles many tangled
relationships, past and present, in a highly
entertaining journey that will keep your
eyes glued to the page and your fingers
eager to turn it. ---Vernon Frazer, author,
ImprovisationsIn the middle of nowhere, a
photographer gives a lift to a mysterious
stranger and finds himself the passenger on
a surprising, and sometimes sinister,
journey
toward
discovery
and
self-revelation that carries them both
through the perils of obscure Native
American tribal rites to the portals of
metempsychosis and the magical reality
behind reality which erases past and
present and, at the same time, recreates
them. In Round Earth, Open Sky Kirpal
Gordon unrolls a map that irresistibly lures
its characters, and the reader, toward a
spectacular life- and death-transforming
climax.---Eric Basso, author, The Golem
Triptych
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LIFE - Google Books Result As long as thinking people, considering the open sky, meditated on the cosmos the first
eye witnesses of the round earth gazed with transformed eyes at a EarthSky - Earth, Space, Human World, Tonight
Go forth, under the open sky, and list. To Natures teachings, while from all around--. Earth and her waters, and the
depths of air--. Comes a still voice. Yet a few Twelve hundred meltingtroughs were simultaneously opened and twelve
hundred The ground trembled, while these molten waves, launching into the sky their the soles of the feet within a
radius of 200 feet round the summit of Stones Hill. Round Earth, Open Sky: Kirpal Gordon: 9780615476735:
Amazon But on the moon a while ago, as on the earth these days, this is what happens before our It is understandable
that the very notion of a round trip rather than From the Earth to the Moon: Direct in Ninety-Seven Hours and Google Books Result Kirpal Gordon is the author of Round Earth, Open Sky (5.00 avg rating, 4 ratings, 2 reviews,
published 2011), Ghost & Ganga (5.00 avg rating, 2 ratings, Hillary Clinton: The earth is round and vaccines work USA Today Round Earth, Open Sky by Kirpal Gordon. Round Earth, Open Sky
by Kirpal Gordon Purchase Round Earth, Open Sky > Foundations of Oriental Art and Symbolism - Google Books
Result Our Earth 25:22 Our Earth / Our World is a quartet performance of three sound cycles Round Earth, Open Sky
by Kirpal Gordon The Bibles flat earth/solid sky dome universe - The Flat Earth Library Hillary Clinton voiced
her support for vaccinations tweeting The earth is round, the sky is blue, and #vaccineswork. Chris Christie and Rand
Taking Giant Steps: The Cosmoetica Interview Series: Essay-writing : Round Earth, Open Sky eBook: Kirpal
Gordon: Kindle As far from the earth, as the earth from the sky About Dimensions of the Earth Homer When the
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silver egg opened, Eros emerged, the God who arouses every BBC - Earth - We have known that Earth is round for
over 2,000 years The Bibles flat earth In the Bible the earth is a round flat object with . The sky is imagined as
something that has to open to let things pass none Round Earth, Open Sky is a psychological suspense thriller and
Native American sci-fi road novel that doubles as an inquiry into the nature of human identity. the shape of the earth
and of the sky : thinking about a round world The sky is round, and I have heard that the earth is round like a ball,
and so are all the stars. The wind, in its greatest power, whirls. Birds make their nests in Taking Giant Steps: The New
Year Brings New Ears: Our Earth / Our The science is clear: The earth is round, the sky is blue, and #vaccineswork.
Lets protect all our kids. #GrandmothersKnowBest. Retweets 39,790 Likes 38,153 From the Earth to the Moon and
Round the Moon (?????????): - Google Books Result And the sky will answer the earth with rain. A clear stream, a
long horizon, a forest wilderness and open sky--these are mans most ancient By reading the scriptures I am so renewed
that all nature seems renewed around me and with me. 9780615476735: Round Earth, Open Sky - AbeBooks Gordon FLAT Open your damn eyes - you round earth clown. Take a quick look - the sky is up not down If the earth
is round and were sitting on the top 7 DIY experiments you and rapper BoB can do to prove Earth is round
Because apparently its still an open debate? You might respond, Youve shown the Earth is round, but couldnt it be
round, but still flat a flat disc? In fact, if you charted out the Suns path through the daytime sky, you FLAT! Hat
Films Images for Round Earth, Open Sky Putting the Earth in the Sky The constellation Virgo the Maiden fully
returns to the early evening sky They were the brightest objects nearly all night Sunday night, as seen from around the
Taking Giant Steps: Dr. Kathleen Hudson Interviews Kirpal Gordon Think that you are touching the earth energies,
such as firmness, solidity, heaviness, and unmovable, Now, in the middle of that open sky, see a huge blossoming lotus
arising spontaneously. It is not round like a ball but flat like a cushion. In the World Interior of Capital: Towards a
Philosophical Theory - Google Books Result The fact that Earth is round has been common knowledge ever since
The sky over the northern hemisphere is not the same as the sky over Hillary Clinton on Twitter: The science is clear:
The earth is round As Earth To Sky is an eight track masterpiece its an eternal chakra Always moving forward and
never getting too mental around the process. from the narrator character or storyteller from the Open Ancient Eyes
album. THE BIBLES FLAT EARTH/SOLID SKY DOME UNIVERSE THE on pillars with a rotating solid sky
dome overhead which carried the Sun, the In the Bible the earth is a round flat object with ends and which is immovable
. heaven opened and the angels of God ascending and descending upon the Son. Quotations on Sky : University of St.
Thomas Earth in the Sky: Scientific and Personal Aspects of the Concept of Earth The Earth we live on is flat and not
round like a ball. .. In R. Driver, E. Guesne and A. Tiberghien (Eds.), (Chapter 9) Childrens Ideas in Science, Open
University Boundless Healing: Medittion Exercises to Enlighten the Mind and - Google Books Result Round
Earth, Open Sky is a psychological suspense thriller and Native American sci-fi road novel that doubles as an inquiry
into the nature of human identity. Kirpal Gordon Publications: Fiction, Music : Round Earth, Open Sky
(9780615476735) by Gordon, Kirpal and a great selection of similar New, Used and Collectible Books available now at
Merkaba & Eve Olution Interview + As Earth To Sky Review Editorial Reviews. About the Author. Born and bred
and currently in residence in New York City, Kirpal Gordon has also lived in Mexico, the Texas Hill Country, 63 W.C.
Bryant Thanatopsis Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Round Earth, Open Sky at . Read honest and
unbiased product reviews from our users. : Customer Reviews: Round Earth, Open Sky KATHLEEN HUDSON:
The press kit says, Round Earth, Open Sky is a psychological suspense thriller and Native American sci-fi road novel.
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